LUIS POOL & FAMILY
Hotel - Studios - Apts – Snack
HOW TO MANAGE A SUSPECTED CASE OF COVID-19
Dear guests,
It is our duty to inform you how to deal with a potentially positive case
of COVID-19.
1. Immediatly call the hotel's Doctor Mr......................................................
2. If the person is in urgent need of hospitalization, call the EMS
(emergency medical services) at +30 2242054311 or +30 6932 656 725.
For aerial transport call the General Hospital of Kos at +30 2242022300 or
+30 2242060200 or the Doctor on duty at the G.H. of Kos at
+30 2242360306.
3. If the person presents mild symptoms, the hotel Doctor will collect the
samples needed for the verification of a COVID-19 case.
4. In the event of a potentially positive evaluation, read below:
I. The hotel's healthcare responsible will immediately call the N.P.H.O.
(national public health organization) at the 4 digit number 1135 or at
2105212054 , in order to report the case.
II. Quarantine measures will be taken in the guest's room until further
notice from the laboratory about the sample test result, while the hotel's
H.C. responsible will carry out all the necessery procedures (regarding
staff, social distancing and personal protection measures such as face
masks, gloves and single use waterproof aprons.
5. If the result is COVID-19 positive, the patient is transferred to Special
Hotel...........................................................................................................
and later to the COVID-19 facility at the G.H of Kos.
I. The patient will be transferred with a private vehicle, applying all the
required measures.
II. In case of a companion, safety measures ( gloves, mask, use of
antiseptic gel) are mandatory
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6. If the result is COVID-19 negative, the treatment will take place at the
hotel with the Doctor's guidance applying, always all the precautionary
measures previously mentioned.
Together we can accomplish much more
Thank you for your attention
The H.C. of the Hotel
Nikolaos Ilias Tallaros

INDISPENSABLE NUMBERS
General Hospital of kos
num: +30 2242022300 or +30 2242054200
Doctor on duty at the G.H
num: +30 2242360306
EMS
num: +30 2242054311 or +30 6932 656 725
N.P.H.O.
num: +30 2105212054 or 1135
Hotel's Doctor
num:
Farmacy (nearest)
num: +30 2242051524
TAXI
num: +30 2242021666
H.C of the Hotel
num: +30 6945236775
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